1. Group Strengths
Desired Output of Meeting: The group is aware of their strengths and
challenges, and has a plan to address them through the Agriculture As A
Business programme.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group is uniting to solve group
problems because they want to realize the potentials of the group.

Step One: Share one of the stories on the front of this page and encourage the group to
talk about their strengths.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the group proud of accomplishing as a group?”
Step Three: Have the group reflect on how well the group works together. Ask the group,
“What challenges does the group face?” Ensure the Secretary records the group
responses in their notebook.
AEA Tip: If the group does not have a Secretary, the AEA should record the group
responses, and encourage the group to find a Secretary for next meeting.
Step Four: Explain to the group that they can decide to overcome their challenges by
seriously participating in the Agriculture As A Business programme.
Step Five: Ask the group, “What does the group want to achieve from now until one
year from now?” Ensure the Secretary records the group’s goals for the coming year.
Step Six: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s plan
to become a better group?” Encourage the group to think of ways that they can change
their actions. Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Step Seven: Schedule the next Extension Visit to begin the Agriculture As A Business
programme. Celebrate a successful meeting!
AEA Tip: Inspire the group by mentioning their group too could one day be featured
in this programme, and other groups will see that they are leading!
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MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
Siaka group is a women’s group. They were formed in 2007 and given training to iodize salt. The plan was to buy raw
salt, iodize it, repackage it, and sell it at the market. By May 2008, the equipment and supplies for salt processing had
not yet arrived, and no one knew when they would arrive.
After discussions with the Agric Man, the group decided that if they wait for the assistance it might never come. They
wanted to be in control of their success. The group knows about growing groundnuts and decided that they could afford
to sow one acre of groundnuts. From one acre, they should harvest seven or eight bags. After harvest, the group will
have no loan to pay off, and are free to reinvest their money in any way they want. They may use the money to do a
bigger farm or use it to help their community.
The group’s long-term plan is to increase their groundnut farming to four acres. They have a plan to grow their money.
Next year they will sell some groundnuts in May to pay for ploughing of four acres. They won’t need to buy seed next
year since they will use their own groundnuts. The groundnuts that remain will be sold in August when the price is
highest. The group is also interested in other market opportunities such as processing groundnuts into oil.
Siaka group says that they are successful because their business is growing and is under their own control. They say
that having no debt allows them to increase their business or explore other opportunities.
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MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
Yamsock Shea Butter Group came together in 2005 to get a loan. They never received the loan, and the women
wanted to quit the group. Their MoFA technical officer asked, “What else can you do now?” The women decided to
process shea butter together.
The group wants to make their work easier and more sociable, so they go out in small groups of three and take turns
picking shea nuts for each other, and then help each other with processing. They also help each other to sell their
butter at the local market. The group comes together regularly for meetings, and opened a bank account with their
monthly dues. They sometimes use their susu money to lend to group members when they are in need.
Water was a problem in the community, because there was only one borehole for a large population. The group
decided to dig a well using their own resources and the help of their MP. Now, they can use the well in their processing.
This year, the group grew one acre each of maize, soya and groundnut. They shared all of the labour between
themselves. They will store their harvest and sell some during the lean season, and keep the rest for seed. They want
to save enough money to have 3 acres of each crop next year.
Yamsock is confident that they can succeed because they trust each other and work together to become stronger. They
were the Best Organized Group at the 2008 Farmer’s Day in Talensi-Nabdam.
PROVERB: A bird approached the bat and asked for help. The bat showed the bird his teeth and said that he’s an
animal so he won’t help. Later an animal approached the bat and asked for help. The bat showed the animal his wings
and said he’s a bird so he won’t help. Later the bat had a death in the family. The bat went to the animals and asked for
help. The animals said no. The bat went to the birds and asked for help. The birds said no.
MEANING: Even if we’re different, helping others in a group is good because one day we’ll need help.

1. Group Strengths

2. Group Meetings
Desired Output of Meeting: The group comes out with a plan
to meet in a way that suits their needs.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group sustains the
changes from their plan to improve how they meet regularly to
discuss and solve problems.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the meaning of the picture?” Allow the group
members to speak out for some time. Share the story on the front of this card.
Answer: The group is holding a meeting to discuss and solve their problems.
Step Three: Ask the group, “What makes good group meetings?” Allow the group
members to discuss, and ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
AEA Tip: Don’t dominate! – Facilitate!
Facilitate a discussion of what makes good meetings:
Is the group holding regular meetings?
Do all members attend the meetings and show up on time?
Why do some people contribute more than others?
What can we do to allow everyone to contribute equally?
What do you do when someone disagrees with a decision?
Who are your executive members? What are their responsibilities?
Discuss why record-keeping is important.
How can this group keep minutes and attendance records?
Make a plan for how the minutes will be recorded each meeting.

Response Why?

Step Four: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan to improve their meetings?” Encourage the group to think of ways that they can
change their actions. Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
What will the group
change?

What actions will the group take
to change?

Who will do
the action?

Date AEA will
follow up

Step Five: Schedule the next Extension Visit to see the group’s progress in implementing
their plan. Celebrate a successful meeting!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
PROVERB: “When cobwebs unite, they can tie up a lion.”
There once was a group of people who tried to
work together to help one another. They would
only meet if a project pushed them together, and
they had trouble getting everyone in the group to
contribute equally in the work. Members stopped
attending meetings. One day, only one woman
came to the meeting. The woman exclaimed to
herself, “One person cannot move a mountain!”
The woman visited the house of each group
member and told them: “When we formed our
group we knew we could be stronger together
than alone. Over time, we have forgotten. I have
come to remind you that if we are united, we can
work together to raise our level, and watch our
children prosper. I am telling you that united we
are rock and divided we are sand.”
The group decided to make changes to become strong. They elected the woman who had reunited them as their chairwoman.
They elected a secretary to keep records and avoid quarrelling over what has transpired. They decided to meet under the same
tree every Tuesday at 9AM. Over the years they grew wealthy together because of their hard work and commitment.
A weak group came to the strong group and asked them: “Why are you so strong?” In turn, each of the members of the strong
group said the same thing: “It has been by being united and organized that we have become strong, for when cobwebs unite,
they can tie up a lion!”

2. Group Meetings

3. Group Finances
Desired Output of Meeting: The group comes out with a plan to manage their
finances in a way that suits their needs.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group sustains the changes from their plan to
improve how they manage their savings and regular contributions.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the meaning of the picture?” Allow the group
members to speak out for some time.
Answer: Group executives are opening an account to deposit regular contributions.
Step Three: Share the story on the front of this page. Ask the group, “Why is it important
to contribute dues?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Facilitate a discussion about having good group finances:

Response Why?

Do group members make regular contributions?
How much? How often?
Group Activity: The benefits of accumulation.
Based on their previous answer, tell the group what they save in 1 year, and in 2 years.
[Number of group members] × [Monthly due amount] × 12 = Yearly Savings
Should decisions about finances involve all group members?
If yes, how will the group ensure everyone is involved in financial decision making?
Does the group have an active bank account?
When was the last time the group used the bank account?
What does the group plan to do with their savings?
How will saving money help the group?
AEA Tip: Remind them of the group in the story!
Why are financial records important?
What type of records will the group use to track monthly contributions?
Ask to see their records.

Step Four: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan to improve their finances?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their
notebook.
What will the group
change?

What actions will the group take to
change?

Who will do the
action?

Date AEA will
follow up

Step Five: Schedule the next Extension Visit and celebrate a successful meeting!
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Suglo Viela is a group that opened a
bank account, and regularly
contributes 1 Ghana cedi (Ten
thousand old cedis) per person every
month. After 1 year, the group earned
180 Ghana Cedis (One million eight
hundred thousand old cedis). The
group decided to use the money to buy
a bullock plough so that they can
cultivate more land. The group will also
allow other farmers to hire their plough
to earn extra money for the group. The
next year, the bank gave the group a
loan because the bank saw that the
group is trustworthy and good at
saving their money.

3. Group Finances

4. Group Project
Desired Output of Meeting: The group decides on a project they will do
together to put more money in their pockets.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group project unites the group to
move forward together. Through the group project experience, the group
learns that they can design and implement a project that takes advantage
of their strengths and opportunities.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the meaning of the picture?” Allow the group
members to speak out for some time.
Answer: The group is working together on a group farm.
Step Three: Share the story on the front of this page. Ask the group, “How well do we
work together and trust each group member?” Allow the group members to discuss,
and ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Facilitate a brainstorm of what projects the group
Group Feasible Profitable
could do:
Response
for
for
group? group?
Crop together on a group farm?
What crop? How many acres? When to plant?
Rear animals together?
Which animals? How many males and females?
When to sell?
Buy farmer’s produce, process and market it?
What to process? Where to market?

Step Four: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan to improve how they work together?” Encourage the group to decide on a feasible,
profitable group project. Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
What will the group
change?

What actions will the group take
to change?

Who will do
the action?

Date AEA will
follow up

Step Five: Schedule the next Extension Visit to see the group’s progress in implementing
their plan. Celebrate a successful meeting!
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Tingre group did not have a project that they
performed together. They decided that they
would grow an acre of groundnuts together.
They bought the seed from a fellow group
member, and the chairperson organized
days for the group to sow and weed their
field together. They harvested the
groundnuts and sold the bags at the market.
They deposited the profit into their bank
account and saw their savings grow.

4. Group Project

5. Group Marketing
Desired Output of Meeting: The group comes out with a plan to access input and
output markets together for their group project.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group analyses the profitability of marketing as a
group, buying inputs and selling together.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Read the story on the front of this page. Ask the group, “How does the group
currently buy inputs? How does the group currently sell their products?” Allow the
group members to discuss. Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Step Three: Ask the group, “How can the group come together to do the following?”
Group Response

Feasible for
group?

Profitable for
group?

Buying inputs together
Transporting together
Bulking together
Storing together
Negotiating with middlemen
Processing together

AEA Tip: The group may have good reasons for not doing certain activities together.
Listen to their opinions about the risks, challenges, and profitability of each group
activity and let the group decide which activities they will implement.
Step Four: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan to access markets together?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their
notebook.
What will the group
change?

What actions will the group take
to change?

Who will do
the action?

Date AEA will
follow up

Step Five: Schedule the next Extension Visit to see the group’s progress in implementing
their plan. Celebrate a successful meeting!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
Members of Nyobonyini Group were farming
onion individually and then selling the onion
immediately after harvesting in order to earn
some money immediately. They found they were
never getting ahead.
Three years ago, the group started learning
about how to manage their group as a business.
They met and came out with ideas of who they
could sell their onions to at harvest time. They
compared prices when selling at the local
market, and sending their onions to more distant
markets where the selling price was better. The
group also came out with different times of the
year that they could sell the onion at better
prices. They realized that by storing their onion
for a few months after harvest, they could gain
more.
The group came together and built a simple
structure to house the onion after harvest. The
farmers then sold some of their onion, and stored
some to sell later. Farmers who stored some of
their onion made a big profit from their sales.

5. Group Marketing

6. Market Planning
Desired Output of Meeting: The group identifies and analyzes the feasibility and profitability of
alternative marketing options.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group considers market opportunities when making
decisions.

Step One: Read the story on the front of this page. Ask the group, “Who currently buys
the group’s products?” Allow the group to discuss, and ensure the Secretary records
their answers in their notebook.
Step Two: Ask the group, “Who else could buy the group’s products?” (For example,
people in a different location, market women, school catering service or restaurant owners,
Savannah Farmers Marketing Company, etc.)
Facilitate a discussion about market opportunities for the group’s product:
Buyer
Location
When do they
Quality
Quantity
buy?
demanded?
demanded?
1.
2.

AEA Tip: The AEA and group should research any missing information, and present
it at the next group meeting.
Step Three: Encourage the group to decide on two (2) different buyers or options for
marketing they want to try.
AEA Tip: Help the group realize they have more than one option in marketing.
Step Four: Facilitate a discussion about the costs, benefits, and risks of the marketing
options. Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Buyer Additional Income Challenges in selling to these buyers Risks and barriers
1.
2.

[Price from buyer] – [Transport cost to buyer] = Additional Income
AEA Tip: Examples of risks include market middlemen preventing access, product
spoiling during transport, buyers buying on credit then not paying, etc.
Step Five: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan to meet their buyer’s demand?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their
notebook.
Step Six: Schedule the next Extension Visit. Celebrate a successful meeting!
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The members of the
ASUNGTABA Farmer’s
Group grow watermelons.
The group organizes their
members to share labour
and get access to markets
that they could not reach
alone. They also maintain a
bank account, pay dues,
and meet on a regular basis.
The group has been working
together for more than ten years, and for the past two
years has been organizing transportation for their
watermelon production to markets in Kumasi and Accra.
They had a problem where shipments spoiled because of
local traders blocking them from selling in Kumasi, but they
were not discouraged.
They now call traders in Kumasi and Accra on the phone
and find out if it will be better for them to sell in the local
market or to hire a truck and sell in Kumasi or Accra.

6. Market Planning

7. Business Planning (Part 1)
Desired Output of Meeting: The group analyzes the costs, benefits, and
risks of their business.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group is making decisions to
maximize profit from their business.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Read the story on the front of this page. Ask the group, “What is the meaning
of the picture?” Allow the group members to speak out for some time.
Answer: The farmers planned their lettuce farm to harvest at different times, and get profit.
Step Three: Ask the group, “What activities are involved in their business from the
start to when they sell their products? How much will the group spend on each
activity?” Calculate the total expenses after all the activities and costs are mentioned.
Activity

Cost

AEA Tip: Only cost labour if the group hires labour.
Step Four: Ask the group, “How much income does the group expect from their
project?”
[Market Price] × [Yield] = Expected Income
AEA Tip: Ask the group members to tell you the realistic Market Price and Yield of
their product.
Step Five: Calculate the profit.
[Expected income] – [Total expenses] = Profit
Group Activity: Demonstrating profit calculations
Use stones, leaves, or beans in a pile to demonstrate the Expected Income.
Remove stones from the pile for each activity to indicate the Total Expenses.
The remaining stones indicate the group profit.

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
A group came together in 2007 to iodize salt to sell
at the market, but had still not received the
necessary equipment and supplies for salt
processing by the end of 2008. Nobody knew when
the package would arrive. After discussions with the
Agric Man, the group decided that if they wait for the
assistance it may never come. They wanted to be
able to plan for their success.
The group knows about growing lettuce and after
making a business plan, they decided that they
could afford to sow a half acre of lettuce. The group
planned to sow at different times to sell their lettuce
at different times to get good profit. After harvest,
the group will have no loan to pay off, and are free
to reinvest their money in any way they want. The
group plans to save enough money from their profit
to sow one acre of lettuce in the following year.
The group says that they are successful because
they are making business plans and following them.
They see that by starting small they can plan their
business and monitor its progress.
PROVERB: Little by little the snail reached its
destination.

7. Business Planning

7. Business Planning (Part 2)
Step Six: Ask the group, “How satisfied is the group with the profit?” Facilitate a
discussion on how the group could improve their profit.
AEA Tip: For options that improve the group’s profit, do the group activity again to
show Expected Income using stones, leaves, or beans in a pile.
Options the group may want to consider:
 Use different inputs (increase or decrease fertilizer use, use or don’t use vaccinations)
 Use different agricultural practices (use or don’t use improved planting techniques)
 Access different markets (transport goods to a bigger market, make an agreement with a
buyer)
 Store produce until the price is highest
 Perform farming activities on time

Step Seven: Ask the group “Are there any other options you could do to improve your
profit?”
For each option mentioned by the group, ask these questions to discuss the profitability
and feasibility:
1. How much does the option increase or decrease expenses?
2. How much does the option increase or decrease yield?
3. How does the option change the profit earned?
4. How will the group mobilize funds at the time of implementing this decision?
AEA Tip: If the group wishes to change the crop or animal to rear, the AEA can
repeat the Market Planning meeting for the new crop or animal.
Step Eight: Explain that it is important to consider the risks to their business. To plan
ahead to meet potential challenges. The AEA and group should ask “What if” questions.
Facilitate a discussion of risks:
For example,

How possible
is the risk?

How serious is
the impact to
the group?

Group plan to
address the
risk

What if there is plenty rain?
What if the tractors arrive late?
What if there are bush fires?

Step Nine: Ask the group, “Based on what we have discussed, what is the group’s
plan for their business?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Step Ten: Schedule the next Extension Visit. Celebrate a successful meeting!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme

7. Business Planning

8. Business Record-keeping
Desired Output of Meeting: The group comes out with a plan to keep business
records in a way that suits their needs.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group sustains the changes from their Business
Record-keeping plan to make better business decisions by evaluating their profit based
on their records.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the meaning of the pictures?” Allow the group
members to speak out for some time.
Answer: They are examples of business records. Some of the records are very detailed and
some are not. All of the records are useful.
Step Three: Read both stories on the front of this card. Ask the group, “What are the
benefits of keeping business records?”
Step Four: Ask the group, “What is the group’s plan to keep records to improve the
group business?”
Member responsible for
maintaining records

How will records be
maintained?

How often will records
be maintained?

Expenses
Income
Yield, or volume

Group members should communicate expenses and income to the person responsible.
AEA Tip: Records can be kept in many ways: cashbook, marks on a wall, beans,
stones, sticks, etc. Encourage the group to decide on which way is best for them.
Step Five: Ask the group, “What other activities does the group want to keep records
for to improve their business?” Assist the group in deciding what records will be kept,
how they will be kept, and who will do the monitoring.
AEA Tip: Refer to the Guinea Fowl group in the story for how AEAs can assist
groups to gain more from their business.
Step Six: Schedule the next Extension Visit to see the group’s progress in implementing
their plan. Celebrate a successful meeting!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme

8. Business Record-keeping

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
A Shea Butter Processing women’s group was provided a shea butter processing facility and training on how to process
shea butter using the electrical machines. By using the processing facility, the women were able to process large
quantities of shea butter and generate big profit for use in their individual households. The women came together to buy
shea nuts, to process shea butter, and to sell it during the dry season. During the initial years of their business, they did
not keep business records of how much money they were spending, where they were spending it, or how much income
they were generating.
One day the group came to work only to discover that it was lights off in their processing facility. The women inquired as
to why it was lights off and discovered that they owed 600 Ghana Cedis (Six million old cedis) to VRA. The woman who
had been responsible for paying the lights bill had travelled. The group had been giving money to her to pay the lights
bill, but had no record of their contributions, or of their payment to VRA. They had nothing written down on paper, and
therefore they had no way of proving that they had given the money to someone to pay their lights bill.
Today their shea butter processing facility still lies idle, waiting for the day when the women are able to pay to connect
the lights again, and use their machines. Since this event, the women have started taking Agriculture As A Business and
are realizing how keeping business records will help them prevent this problem in the future. This group has learned
from their experience and plans to keep track of all the money they earn, and all the money they spend. They have
roped in a schoolboy to record the amount of money spent on various items such as buying shea nuts, lights meter, and
income from selling in the market. They have decided to ensure they get a receipt for all of the bills that they pay.

8. Business Record-keeping

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
A group of farmers decided that they wanted more for their families and so they formed a group. Through their AEA, the group learned
about Agriculture As a Business and learned that by increasing their skills in business they could put more money in their pockets.
They looked at many project ideas and finally decided together that they would do a group guinea fowl project. They started their
guinea fowl project by raising 40 guinea fowl and selling the eggs.
The next year the group was making a good profit on their guinea fowl project and decided to apply for a loan to expand their business
and move ahead. But the bank wanted to see records for their money. Since they were not keeping any records, the group did not
receive the loan. The same year, a big NGO was building housing facilities for strong farmer groups in their community. The group did
not qualify for the guinea fowl housing facilities because they were not keeping records for their money or for their production. The
group did not receive any assistance from the NGO.
The group learned about keeping records, but they had not used their knowledge. They called their AEA and asked for advice on how
to start to keep business records.
Next time the guinea fowls were laying eggs, the group recorded how many eggs they sold, and how much money was received from
their sale. The group also recorded how much money they spent on feed. By recording how much money was earned and how much
was spent, the group could keep track of their savings. Their records also helped to prevent disputes within the group because they
had a record of how money was being used.
Later, the group asked their AEA for advice on how to improve their profit. Their AEA told them about an improved feed by soaking the
feed before giving it to the fowls. After the group tried the improved method, they compared their egg production records from when
the feed was soaked, to when the feed was not soaked. The records proved to the group that the improved feed really worked. The
group saw that keeping business records helped them put more money in their pockets to support their families.
This year the group is being assisted by a big NGO to build a new guinea fowl housing facility. The bank has also approved the group
for a loan. The group has learned that by keeping business records, they can better plan their business, they can prevent disputes in
the group, and they can be eligible for outside assistance.
PROVERB: When kings loose direction, they become servants.

8. Business Record-keeping

9. Value Addition
Desired Output of Meeting: The group comes out with a plan to keep
business records in a way that suits their needs.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group sustains the changes from their
Business Record-keeping plan to make better business decisions by
evaluating their profit based on their records.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What is the meaning of the pictures?” Allow the group
members to speak out for some time.
Answer: They are examples of adding value to your product to get more profit.
Step Three: Read both stories on the front of this card. Ask the group, “What are the
benefits of adding value to your group’s products?”
Step Four: Ask the group, “What are ways to add value to the group’s product?”
Step Five: Encourage the group to come out with two (2) options for adding value.
Step SIx: Ask the group, “Calculate the profit the group will make from the two (2)
value-addition options.”
[Additional income from adding value] – [Expenses from adding value] = Profit
Step Seven: Ask the group, “What are the risks involved or potential market barriers
in any of these markets?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
Market

Profit

Challenges getting
into this
specialization

Risks and barriers

Option 1 Option 2 -

Step Eight: Ask the group, “Based on the discussion, what is the group’s plan to add
value to their product?” Ensure the Secretary records their answers in their notebook.
What will the group
change?

What actions will the group take to
change?

Who will do the
action?

Date AEA will
follow up

Step Nine: Schedule the next Extension Visit to see the group’s progress in implementing
their plan. Celebrate a successful meeting!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
A group of women came together to sell rice at the
market. They would buy rice together in December
when the price was lowest, store it until August, and
then sell it when the price was highest. Using this
strategy, the group was able to save small small,
and put their group savings into their shared bank
account. They began to see their savings grow.
After marketing in this manner for several years they
decided to find a way to increase their profits. The
group asked their AEA for advice. They discussed
that buyers prefer rice that is free from stones, and
packaged with fine colours. Together they decided
that they could add value to their rice by processing
and packaging it before selling in the market.
The group used some of the money saved in their
bank account to buy a big pot and charcoal to
process the rice. Their AEA helped the group link to
a trader selling packaging materials.
After one year of processing and packaging rice, the group’s business records and bank account showed that they had
increased their profit. The group saw that value addition increased their profit. The group has a successful business and
sees that through value addition to their rice they can earn more money and move ahead.

9. Value Addition

10. Loan Preparation
Desired Output of Meeting: The group has a plan for how they will access and repay a bank loan.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group understands the seriousness of a loan, and can manage a loan well to
profit from their business.

Step One: Ask the group to reflect on the last meeting and discuss what the group learned.
AEA Tip: Encourage 5 different members to mention at least one relevant point.
Step Two: Ask the group, “What are three benefits of a loan? What are three
disadvantages or risks of taking a loan?”
Examples of risks: Pests, floods, bush fires, birds which may all prevent loan repayment.
AEA Tip: Remind the group that a loan is a serious thing. It is not a gift. They must
pay back the total amount of the loan plus extra money for interest.
Step Three: Ask the group, “Does your farmer group want a loan?” If the answer is yes,
Ask the group, “What will you use the loan for?”
AEA Tip: Ensure the group is planning on investing the money in their farm
business. Loans should not be used for paying for funerals or other personal items.
Loans should be used for investing to make more money.
Step Four: Ask the group, What is the group’s plan to repay a loan?”
Month

Repayment amount

Member responsible for
making payments?

January
February

Step Five: Ask the group, “What are the characteristics of a responsible farmer group
which is prepared for a loan? Why does your group deserve a loan?”
Answer: Having strong executive members, Keeping meeting minutes, Having an active
bank account, Recording attendance and contributions, Keeping business records, and
Making a business plan
AEA Tip: Remind the group of all the decisions they made through the Agriculture
As A Business programme. Show how each card has helped them prepare for a loan.
Step Six: Award the group with the Agriculture As A Business Certificate of Achievement!
Celebrate the completion of the programme!

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
There is a women’s group that supports
each other in processing rice. In 2006 they
obtained a loan through MoFA. They used
the loan to put up a structure and a grinding
mill.
Before obtaining the loan the group came
together and made a good business plan.
The plan helped the group see how much
money they would have to make in order to
pay back the loan. The group followed the
business plan and supported each member
to ensure that they made enough profit to
repay their loan. Every woman used the
profit they made from processing each bag
of rice to pay off the loan until there was no
more debt. Now the women are making profit
from processing rice and use the money to
buy fine ingredients to prepare meals, and to
send their children to school.

10. Loan Preparation

Business Evaluation
Use this module after the group earns income from their project.
Desired Output of Meeting: The group analyzes the profit from their group project and comes out with feasible
actions to increase their profit.
Desired Outcome of Meeting: The group makes decisions to improve their business based on profitability.

Step One: Read the story on the front of this card. Ask the group, “What did the group
learn from evaluating their business?”
Answer: The group learned how much profit they made, and planned for next year.
Step Two: Ask the group, “How much profit did you make this year?”
AEA Tip: Refer to the group’s business plan and records to help calculate profit.
[Total income] – [Total expenses] = Profit
Step Three: Ask the group, “What did the group do well? What worked well that the
group will continue to do next year?”
AEA Tip: Encourage the group to come out with ways they have done well.
Step Four: Ask the group, “What are ways the group can increase their profit?”
Options the group may want to consider:
Change the group project (Plant a different crop, rear a different animal)
Add value after harvest by processing
Sell the group’s products to a different buyer, transport to a different market
Change activities (use different inputs, use different agricultural practices)
Increase the land area of the farm, the number of animals reared, or use improved breeds
Work with the AEA to gain access to credit to adopt higher yielding practices
Be more serious about the group project and perform farming activities on time
 Don’t be discouraged. Look at what went wrong and see if profit will be better next year.








Step Five: Ask the group “Are there any other options that will increase your profit?”
For each option mentioned by the group, ask these questions to discuss the profitability
and feasibility:
1. How much does the option increase or decrease expenses?
2. How much does the option increase or decrease yield?
3. How much does the option increase or decrease selling price?
4. What challenges will the group face in implementing this option?
Step Six: Have the group remember their first meeting. Ask the group, “How has the
group become stronger? What messages will they share with other groups?”
AEA Tip: Remind the group of their success in the programme!
Step Seven: Ask the group, “What would the group like to do next?”

MoFA Agriculture As A Business Programme
The Kafin Wale Vegetable Group raised funds to purchase a
pumping machine. The machine cost 1,000 Ghana cedis (Ten
million old cedis). The group did not receive a loan to pay for the
machine. They saved small small after harvesting their
vegetables. The group did not want to depend on any bank to give
them a loan.
This was the first year the group was able to use their pumping
machine. After the harvest they sat down with the Agric Man and
calculated how much profit they made. The profit came out very
low, but the group realized that they had spent a lot of money this
year on the pumping machine. They saw that if they continue to
grow vegetables next year their profit will be great.
The group is planning to increase the amount of acres they plant
to make more profit. They also plan to grow more okra because
they see it as a vegetable that can bring good profit.
PROVERB: A person can only be clean if they wash the front of
their body and ask someone else to wash their back.
MEANING: The AEA can always help the farmer if the farmer is
ready to help themselves.

Business Evaluation

